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“Sin” And the Loss of God at the Center 

 

When God is lost at the center of a culture, its perspective on “sin” becomes trivialized.  America today 
has become such a culture.  The result is that our perspective on sin has come to be commonly 
understood as the violation of some church rule—something not very serious and having little to do with 
the “real world” of living. 
 
This is not the biblical perspective of sin, however.  According to the Bible, sin is very serious and carries 
with it nothing less than the penalty of death (Rom 3:23).  Sin is described as “missing the mark” (Rom 
3:9; 7:5) or violating established boundaries (Rom 2:23, 5:20, Gal 3:19).  In each case the mark missed 
and the boundary violated is God’s mark and God’s boundary. Thus, sin can only be rightly understood 
as it stands relationship to God.  Take away God and sin has no reference point.  With God as a reference 
point, sin now becomes about the defiance of God’s authority over creation, the rejection of God’s reality 
concerning life, and the displacing of God from the center of existence. 
 
Sin seeks freedom from all that God is.  It seeks to find in the Self what can only be found in God.  As 
David Wells says, “sin encourages us to think much about the self and much of the self.” This is what our 
postmodern world calls, “the autonomous self”—the belief that within ourselves we have enough weight 
to become our own center, to create our own purpose and meaning, and to construct our own happy and 
secure lives—even in the midst of a nihilistic world with all its conflicts and disappointments.     
 
Sin not only rejects God’s reality in God’s world, it also arrogantly redefines it.  It leads us to replace God 
with ourselves at the center, thus establishing our own private reality as authoritative and 
unchallengeable. When self’s reality is questioned or evaluated it takes great offense. This is the self-
righteous pride that is at the very heart of sin—“I will replace God’s interests for my own, God’s will for my 
own, and God’s glory for my own “(cf. Isa. 14:12-14).   
 
While sin has many different ways by which it shows itself, each and every way works to tear apart the 
world that God has put together.  It began by tearing apart our relationship with God, then our environment, 
then our marriages and families, and then finally the nations (Read Gen 3-12).  Someone has said that 
“sin is what dissolved the center that holds all of life together, robbing it of its meaning.”  
 
It is because of the serious nature of sin (i.e. when God is lost at the center everything dies), that the God 
of life has determined to destroy sin wherever it is found.  It is for this reason that God used the Levites 
in Exodus 32 to destroy those who rejected God to embrace the golden calf (see last session’s notes).  
And it is for this reason that according to Revelation 20 God will someday cast all who have rejected His 
reality and defied His authority into the Lake of Fire.  And it was this reason that the holy Son of God came 
down from heaven to die as our substitute on the cross for our sin.  BECAUSE SIN DESTROYS GOD’S 
GLORIOUS CREATION GOD WILL UTTERLY DESTROY SIN SO THAT HUMAN’S MIGHT FLOURISH 
THROUGH CREATION’S RESTORATION OF ORDER, BEAUTY AND LIFE  
 
To live our lives for God’s glory is to join with God in this grand restorative process  (i.e. the New Creation) 
that necessitates the just and absolute destruction of sin.  
 

*I am indebted to David Wells for my thinking about sin. 
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